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A difficult market environment persisted in
March as the preferred market closed out one
of the worst quarters in recent history. The ICE
BofA Fixed Rate Preferred Index closed off .72%
in March and -6.72% for the quarter. The $1000
par IG index (CIPS) underperformed the $25
Par index (P0P4) in March as the yield curve
flattened and $25s rebounded toward month
end. However, the $25 index underperformed
the $1000 IG index by 3% in the first quarter.
We have only seen 2 other drawdowns of a similar magnitude
in the preferred market in the last 5 years: March 2020 and
December 2018. We are reaching yields near the highs of the
prior 5 years where preferred investors have historically done well
purchasing securities. (see graph). We will also discuss in this
report how some sectors of the preferred market are down much
more than others. Some of the low coupon fixed for life preferreds
issued in 2021 are lower by as much as 20%. Financial advisors
may want to consider tax loss swap strategies for these securities.
The Russian invasion of Ukraine caused a risk off environment
during the beginning of March. As the month wore on, credit
spreads rebounded from initial losses and treasury yields
resumed their move higher. In general, US financial institutions
have very little direct exposure to Russia. The exposures that
have been disclosed so far appear negligible and manageable.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The index performance
is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not meant to depict the
performance of a specific investment. See Disclosure section for index definitions.
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Despite geopolitical uncertainty, the
market priced in more expectations
for Federal Reserve rate hikes as the
inflationary effects of higher energy prices
puts more pressure on central bankers
to react. At the March meeting, the Fed
embarked on a rate hiking cycle by raising
rates 25 bps, but more importantly, the
Fed massively increased its inflation
targets and interest rate forecast. The
market went from pricing in two 25 basis
point rate hikes for 2022 at the end of Q4
to currently pricing in over nine.
The main factor driving negative
preferred returns has been duration or
interest rate risk. The $25 part of our
index consists of fixed for life securities
that have seen durations extend during
the bond market rout. The $1000 part
of the index consists of more fixed
to floating rate structures that have
maintained lower durations as rates
moved higher.
If we dissect the $25 index by coupon
structure, the 4-4.50% cohort had an
average total return of negative 18% in
Q1 followed by the 4.50-5.00% cohort
down an average of 15% while coupons
between 5-6% only traded off 5-10%.
We do receive questions regarding negative
total returns in our fixed to floating rate
holdings. The key word here is “fixed” as
these securities have fixed rate coupons
for a few years before they either get
called or reset off of a higher interest
rate. Pure floating rate instruments have
outperformed, but all fixed rate assets
have seen negative total returns as treasury
yields and senior corporate yields have
moved steadily higher.
During the quarter, 2-, 5-, 10-, and 30year yields rose by 160, 120, 83 and 54
bps, respectively. The flattening of the
yield curve resulted in the 3 to 10-year
portion becoming inverted. For the 10year, real yields rose 60 bps and breakeven
inflation 23 bps. Then 160 basis point rise
in 2 years yields was the largest quarterly
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Source: Bloomberg, as of March 31, 2022. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Source: Bloomberg, as of March 31, 2022.
The index performance is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not meant to depict the
performance of a specific investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. See
Disclosure section for index definitions

move since 1994, a year where the Fed
raised interest rates 300 bps.

asset classes such as Investment Grade
Corporate and Municipal bonds.

Credit spreads widened in the beginning
of March at the onset of the war in
Ukraine. Liquidity and funding concerns
never materialized, and credit spreads
rebounded and recovered from early
March losses. European financials
underperformed with the COCO/AT1
index off 1.50% in March. While credit
spreads recovered, total returns did not
as the relentless move higher in yields
weighed on most high quality credit

Primary activity increased in the senior
bank market, especially from foreign
banks looking to access the dollar market.
However, new issue preferred supply
continued to be muted in March. In the
first quarter, new issue preferred supply
was down roughly 75% from a year ago
with $5 billion priced in the $1000 market
and $2.5 billion priced in the $25 market.
Redemption activity has remained muted
as funding levels have spiked higher.
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The index performance is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not meant to depict the performance of a specific investment. Past performance
is no guarantee of future results. See Disclosure section for index definitions.
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The quiet preferred syndicate market
more resembled the High Yield market
in March which saw muted issuance and
consistent fund outflows. This activity
was in stark contrast the Investment
Grade Corporate market which priced
over $230 billion of new issue bonds,1
the fourth largest monthly volume
number on record as corporate borrowers
rushed to get ahead of anticipated
Federal Reserve rate hikes. Despite some
new issue concessions, liquidity in the
investment grade market does not seem
to be a major issue, but it is something
that we will continue to monitor as the
Fed progresses in the rate hiking cycle.
Even the new issues that have priced this
year have fared poorly as interest rates
have steadily moved higher. One money
center bank priced a 4.375% $1000 par
security in January that closed the quarter
off 6%. The same bank priced a $25
security at 4.75% that closed the quarter
down 7.3% after being down 12% at one
point. A large regional bank priced a $25
par preferred in February at 4.5% that
closed the quarter down 10%.
Much attention has been focused on the
flattening of the US Treasury yield curve
which recently saw the 2-10s curve trade
inverted for a few days. Inverted yield
curves tend to signal recessions. While
we do not see a recession in the next
12-18 months, we believe the market
will begin to worry about one. We feel
that corporate credit and financial and
consumer balance sheets are in good
fundamental shape. This set up should
make any Fed created recession somewhat

1

shallow and makes us feel comfortable
in holding subordinated financial
instruments through the cycle.
In our strategies, we were positioned
strategically short our duration
benchmark in the beginning of the
year. We have begun to cover our
benchmark short in our $25 Preferred
strategy through selling some Libor
based securities to purchase some of the
recent new issues that trade in the $80s.
While we admit that we were probably a
little too early in this trade, some of the
preferred issuance of solid credits that
we passed on last year, is now down as
much as 20%.
The $1000 preferred custom strategy
has seen less turnover year to date as
we remain mostly positioned in solid
treasury rate reset structures. We
especially favor the 2020 vintage of
securities with high coupons and high
rate resets. This structure has maintained
a low duration as the five year treasury
has moved markedly higher. We expect
many of these securities to get called at
their call the date. However, if they don’t,
holders will receive an above market
coupon. The rate reset structure continues
to be favored by preferred players worried
about significantly higher interest rates.
We feel that a majority of the rate move
may be priced into the long end of
the yield curve with the 10 year yield
currently trading higher than the MS
outlook year-end target of 2.60%.
However, 10 year yields could move
above 3% if inflation remains persistent

Source: Bloomberg, as of March 31, 2022.
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and the Fed reacts to tighten more
aggressively. The unwind of the Fed’s
balance sheet known as quantitative
tightening (QT) could cause long
term bond yields to migrate higher
to the delight of pension and life
insurance buyers.
We do expect volatility to persist,
especially as the Fed begins a dramatic
tightening cycle that many are comparing
to 1994 when the Fed hiked rates 300
bps from 3% to 6%. While this time
“it’s different” with inflation at rates we
haven’t seen for 40 years and an unwind
of a Federal Reserve balance sheet that
grew an unprecedented $5 trillion since
Covid showed up 2 years ago, the Fed
has its hands full trying to tame inflation
while engineering a soft landing. This
uncertainty has tempered our enthusiasm
of getting even more aggressive in adding
duration even though some securities are
much lower from where they started the
year. Given some of these large moves
and current valuations, financial advisors
may not want to wait until year end to do
tax loss selling.
The next catalyst for the preferred sector
is first quarter earnings season. We
expect banks to maintain pristine credit
quality. We will monitor loan growth,
net interest margins and capital levels,
but we expect banks to remain solid from
a fundamental credit standpoint. We
will continue to look for any regulatory
driven new supply which could present
opportunities as well as fund flows which
have remained negative and have weighed
on the market in the first quarter.
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Risk Considerations
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is the
possibility that the market values of securities owned by the portfolio will decline and that the value of portfolio shares may
therefore be less than what you paid for them. Market values can change daily due to economic and other events (e.g. natural
disasters, health crises, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest) that affect markets, countries, companies or governments. It is difficult
to predict the timing, duration, and potential adverse effects (e.g. portfolio liquidity) of events. Accordingly, you can lose money
investing in this portfolio. Please be aware that this portfolio may be subject to certain additional risks.
Fixed-income securities are subject to the ability of an issuer to make timely principal and interest payments (credit risk), changes in
interest rates (interest-rate risk), the creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity (market risk). In a rising interest-rate
environment, bond prices may fall and may result in periods of volatility and increased portfolio redemptions. In a declining interestrate environment, the portfolio may generate less income. Longer-term securities may be more sensitive to interest rate changes.
Municipal securities are subject to early redemption risk and sensitive to tax, legislative and political changes. Taxability Risk.
Changes in tax laws or adverse determinations by the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) may make the income from some municipal
obligations taxable. By investing in investment company securities, the portfolio is subject to the underlying risks of that investment
company’s portfolio securities. In addition to the Portfolio’s fees and expenses, the Portfolio generally would bear its share of the
investment company’s fees and expenses. Preferred securities are subject to interest rate risk and generally decreases in value if
interest rates rise and increase in value if interest rates fall. In addition to the risks associated with common stocks, investments in
convertible securities are subject to the risks associated with fixed-income securities, namely credit, price and interest-rate risks. High
yield securities (“junk bonds”) are lower rated securities that may have a higher degree of credit and liquidity risk.

DEFINITIONS

The indexes shown in this report are not meant to depict the performance
of any specific investment, and the indexes shown do not include any
expenses, fees or sales charges, which would lower performance. The
indexes shown are unmanaged and should not be considered an investment.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
The iBoxx Contingent Convertible Indices represent the developed and
emerging market Contingent Convertible (CoCo) fixed income market for
EUR, GBP and USD denominated bonds.
The Bloomberg U.S. Corporate 1-3 Year Index measures the investment
grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market with 1-3 year maturities.
“Bloomberg®” and the Bloomberg Index/Indices used are service marks of
Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, and have been licensed for use
for certain purposes by Morgan Stanley Investment Management (MSIM).
Bloomberg is not affiliated with MSIM, does not approve, endorse, review, or
recommend any product, and does not guarantee the timeliness, accurateness,
or completeness of any data or information relating to any product.
The CIPS/Markit UK Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) is
a composite index based on five of the individual indexes with the following
weights: New Orders - 0.3, Output - 0.25, Employment - 0.2, Suppliers’
Delivery Times - 0.15, Stock of Items Purchased - 0.1, with the Delivery Times
Index inverted so that it moves in a comparable direction.
The Citigroup Economic Surprise Indices are objective and quantitative
measures of economic news. They are defined as weighted historical standard
deviations of data surprises (actual releases vs. Bloomberg survey median).
A positive reading of the Economic Surprise Index suggests that economic
releases have on balance been beating consensus.
The ICE BofAML Contingent Capital Index (CDLR) tracks the performance
of investment grade and below investment grade contingent capital debt
publicly issued in the major domestic and Eurobond markets.
The ICE BofAML Core Plus Fixed Rate Preferred Securities Index tracks
the performance of fixed-rate US dollar-denominated preferred, U.S.domiciled securities.
The ICE BofAML Eurodollar Banking Index (E0BA) is a subset of ICE
BofAML Eurodollar Index including all securities of Bank Issuers and
tracks the performance of US dollar denominated investment grade quasigovernment, corporate, securitized and collateralized debt publicly issued
in the eurobond markets.

The ICE BofAML Fixed Rate Preferred Securities Index (P0P1) tracks
the performance of fixed rate, U.S. dollar denominated, investment-grade
preferred securities in the U.S. domestic market.
The ICE BofAML U.S. All Capital Securities Index is a subset of the ICE
BofA Merrill Lynch U.S. Corporate Index including all fixed-to-floating rate,
perpetual callable and capital securities.
The ICE BofAML U.S. High Yield Master II Constrained Index (ICE BofAML
US High Yield) is a market-value-weighted index of all domestic and Yankee
high-yield bonds, including deferred interest bonds and payment-in-kind
securities. Its securities have maturities of one year or more and a credit
rating lower than BBB-/Baa3, but are not in default.
The ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate Index (C0A0) tracks the performance of
U.S. dollar denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued
in the U.S. domestic market.
The ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate BB Index is a subset of the ICE BofAML
US High Yield Master II Index tracking the performance of US dollar
denominated below investment grade rated corporate debt publicly issued
in the US domestic market. This subset includes all securities with a given
investment grade rating BB.
The ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate B Index is a subset of the ICE BofAML
US High Yield Master II Index tracking the performance of US dollar
denominated below investment grade rated corporate debt publicly issued
in the US domestic market. This subset includes all securities with a given
investment grade rating B.
The ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate C Index is a subset of the ICE BofAML US
High Yield Master II Index tracking the performance of US dollar denominated
below investment grade rated corporate debt publicly issued in the US
domestic market. This subset includes all securities with a given investment
grade rating CCC or below.
The ICE BofAML U.S. High Yield Institutional Capital Securities Index
(HIPS) tracks the performance of US dollar denominated investment grade
hybrid capital corporate and preferred securities publicly issues in the US
domestic market.
The ICE BofAML U.S. Investment Grade Institutional Capital Securities
Index (CIPS) tracks the performance of US dollar denominated investment
grade hybrid capital corporate and preferred securities publicly issued in
the US domestic market.
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KBW Bank index measures the performance of leading banks and institutions
that are engaged in banking activities.
Current yield is a measure that looks at the current price of a bond instead
of its face value and represents the return an investor would expect if he
or she purchased the bond and held it for a year. Calculated by dividing the
Annual Cash Inflows / Market Price.
Effective duration takes into account that expected cash flows will fluctuate
as interest rates change.
Option Adjusted Spread is a measurement of the spread of a fixed-income
security rate and the risk-free rate of return, which is adjusted to take into
account an embedded option. Typically, an analyst would use the Treasury
securities yield for the risk-free rate. The spread is added to the fixed-income
security price to make the risk-free bond price the same as the bond.
Yield-To-Maturity is the rate of return anticipated on a bond if it is held
until the maturity date.
Yield-To-Worst is the lowest potential yield that can be received on a bond
without the issuer actually defaulting. The yield to worst is calculated by
making worst-case scenario assumptions on the issue by calculating the
returns that would be received if provisions, including prepayment, call or
sinking fund, are used by the issuer.
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

One basis point = 0.01%
There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all
market conditions, and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest
for the long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the particular Strategy may
include securities that may not necessarily track the performance of a
particular index.
A minimum asset level is required. Please consider the investment
objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy carefully before investing.
For important information about the investment managers, please refer
to Form ADV Part 2.
The views and opinions and/or analysis expressed are those of the author
or the investment team as of the date of preparation of this material and
are subject to change at any time without notice due to market or economic
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Furthermore, the views will
not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently
becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes occurring, after
the date of publication. The views expressed do not reflect the opinions
of all investment personnel at Morgan Stanley Investment Management
(MSIM) and its subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively “the Firm”), and may
not be reflected in all the strategies and products that the Firm offers.
Forecasts and/or estimates provided herein are subject to change and may
not actually come to pass. Information regarding expected market returns
and market outlooks is based on the research, analysis and opinions of
the authors or the investment team. These conclusions are speculative in
nature, may not come to pass and are not intended to predict the future
performance of any specific strategy or product the Firm offers. Future
results may differ significantly depending on factors such as changes in
securities or financial markets or general economic conditions.
This material has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information,
internally developed data and other third-party sources believed to be
reliable. However, no assurances are provided regarding the reliability

of such information and the Firm has not sought to independently verify
information taken from public and third-party sources.
This material is a general communication, which is not impartial and all
information provided has been prepared solely for informational and
educational purposes and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation
to buy or sell any particular security or to adopt any specific investment
strategy. The information herein has not been based on a consideration of any
individual investor circumstances and is not investment advice, nor should it
be construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that
end, investors should seek independent legal and financial advice, including
advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment decision.
DISTRIBUTION:

This communication is only intended for and will be only distributed to
persons resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability
would not be contrary to local laws or regulations.
There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all
market conditions, and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest
for the long term, especially during periods of downturn in the market.
Prior to investing, investors should carefully review the strategy’s relevant
offering document.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number
of securities and will not necessarily track the performance of any index.
A minimum asset level is required. For important information about the
investment manager, please refer to Form ADV Part 2.
NOT FDIC INSURED | OFFER NOT BANK GUARANTEED | MAY LOSE
VALUE | NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY | NOT
A BANK DEPOSIT
The indexes are unmanaged and do not include any expenses, fees or sales
charges. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Any index referred to
herein is the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) of the
applicable licensor. Any product based on an index is in no way sponsored,
endorsed, sold or promoted by the applicable licensor and it shall not have
any liability with respect thereto.
This material is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research Department
and should not be regarded as a research material or a recommendation.
MSIM, the asset management division of Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), and
its affiliates have arrangements in place to market each other’s products and
services. Each MSIM affiliate is regulated as appropriate in the jurisdiction
it operates. MSIM’s affiliates are: Eaton Vance Management (International)
Limited, Eaton Vance Advisers International Ltd, Calvert Research and
Management, Eaton Vance Management, Parametric Portfolio Associates LLC,
Atlanta Capital Management LLC, Eaton Vance Management International
(Asia) Pte. Ltd.
The whole or any part of this work may not be directly or indirectly
reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a derivative work, performed,
displayed, published, posted, licensed, framed, distributed, or transmitted
or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without MSIM’s express
written consent. The work may not be linked to unless such hyperlink is
for personal and non-commercial use. All information contained herein is
proprietary and is protected under copyright law.
Morgan Stanley Investment Management is the asset management division
of Morgan Stanley.
All information contained herein is proprietary and is protected under
copyright law.
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